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Abstract—In this paper, we propose to move the
conventional extensible processor design flow to the
approximate computing domain to gain more speedup. In this
domain, the instruction set architecture (ISA) design flow
selects both exact and approximate custom instructions (CIs).
The proposed approach could be used for the applications
where imprecise results may be tolerated. In the CI
identification phase of the flow, the CIs which do not satisfy the
maximum propagation delay but can provide approximate
results also may be included in the CI candidate set. Next, in
the selection phase, we propose a merit function which selects
CIs with higher cycle savings and small error rates. The
efficacy of the proposed approximate design flow is
investigated using the case studies of the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) and inverse DCT (iDCT) of the MPEG2
application. Also, the impact of the process variation on the
impreciseness of the results is investigated.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the request for using embedded
processors in different application domains has been
considerably increased. Achieving high performance yet low
power embedded processors is not normally obtainable
through general-purpose processors. This, however, may be
attained via the use of extensible processors which have
emerged in the field of embedded computing as a promising
approach [1]. In this approach, by extending the instruction
set architecture (ISA) of the baseline embedded processor,
the critical portions of the running application on the
processor is accelerated. The extension includes adding some
extra custom instructions (CIs) to the instruction set of the
baseline processor. These CIs are executed through a
hardware which is called custom functional unit (CFU).
The successful use of the extensible processor approach
strongly depends on providing an efficient automated design
flow for customizing the ISA of the processors. There are
two main phases in the design flow including custom
instruction identification and selection, which are
computationally intensive and time-consuming. The ways
that these phases are performed directly impact the
effectiveness of the extensible processors. Many approaches
have been proposed to automate these phases (see, e.g., [1]).
In the identification phase, all the convex subgraphs of the
data flow graph (DFG) of the application which satisfy the
micro-architectural constraints such as delay and I/O
limitations, are enumerated and placed in a CI candidate set.
Next, the isomorphic CIs are grouped to each other and
generate a CI group set which can be executed using a piece
of hardware in the CFU. Also, based on overlapping between
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the nodes of the identified CIs a conflict graph indicating
these overlaps are generated. Finally, in the selection phase,
the best CIs from the CI candidate set are chosen.
The constraints play a major role in the speed
enhancement of the extensible processors. The maximum
propagation delay (MPD) of the CIs is one of the main
constraints which is defined based on the clock period (single
or multi clock) of the processor. This constraint guarantees
that the identified CI completes its operation before its
results are fetched by the next stage of the processor.
Satisfying this constraint eliminates CIs with higher cycle
savings. If we select CIs which do not meet this delay
requirement, either the operation will not be correctly
performed or the function is partially performed providing
imprecise results. If imprecise results can be tolerable, the
use of CIs with higher cycle saving may provide us with
more speed gain in extensible processors. This has been our
motivation for proposing to move from conventional ISA
extension design flow to an ISA extension design flow based
on approximate computing. The idea of approximate
computing is based on tolerability of result impreciseness in
some applications which are resilient to errors during
execution [2]-[4]. Since obtaining imprecise results is
computation less expensive, the use of approximate
computing may provide some speed and/or energy gains.
The accuracy decrease may affect the functional correctness
and reliability. Two targets may be considered for using the
approximate computing. The first target is the reducing
power consumption which is attained by using approximate
functions, which consume lower power compared to the
exact operations, or reducing the supply voltage. The second
one is the increasing the performance which may be achieved
by using approximate functions, which have smaller
propagation delay compared to the accurate functions, or
decreasing the period of the input clock [5].
In this paper, we suggest using the approximate
computing approach for designing the extensible processors
for the applications where imprecise operations are tolerable.
The flow may improve the speedup of the extensible
processor. In the design flow, the identification phase is
modified such that the approximate CIs which can be
identified. In the selection phase, a merit function is
proposed to select CIs with higher cycle savings and smaller
error rates. We also study the impact of the process variation
on the selected CIs in the approximate computing approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as fallows. In Section II,
first, we define the approximate CI and then describe our
proposed design flow based on approximate computing. The

ressults are discuussed in Secttion III while the conclusioon is
provided in Secttion IV.
II.

APPROXIMATEE CUSTOM INSSTRUCTION

As mentioneed before, the extended ISA
A is used to reeduce
thee runtime of the
t applicationn. However, it is possible that
t
a
caandidate CI m
meets all constrraint instead of
o the propag
gation
deelay. In this caase, in the conv
ventional apprroach this CI is
i not
en
numerated to be added too the CI canndidate set inn the
ideentification phhase. This CII is omitted because
b
its ou
utput
ressults are noot accurate. However, by
b accepting the
inaaccurate resuults from this CI, it couldd be added too the
caandidate set, which may result in more
m
speed gain.
Ad
dditionally, inn the conven
ntional approoach, the pro
ocess
vaariation decreases the yielld of the maanufactured chips.
c
So
ome methodss to increasee the yield of
o the exten
nsible
processors havee been presentted [6] while all of them reesults
in decreasing the speedupp. However, in approxiimate
omputing apprroach, the erro
or in computaations is tolerrable.
co
Heence, when thhe CIs are id
dentified from
m the parts of the
ap
pplication wheere the inacccuracy is acceeptable, thesee CIs
co
ould be selectted without co
oncern about process variaation.
Th
herefore, in the presentts of the process
p
variaation,
ap
pproximate coomputing apprroach may heelp to improvee the
sp
peedup of the eextensible processors.
An approxim
mate CI does not
n guarantee to result a prrecise
vaalue, howeverr, in some cases it may generate accurate
ressults. Note that if the maximum propagation
p
delay
d
co
onstraint is inccreased to a value equal to
t the propaggation
deelay of approxximate CIs, the operation off these CIs wiill be
precise. Howevver, since in this case, thhe clock periood is
inccreased, the speedup
s
will be
b reduced. For the arithm
metic
op
perations suchh as adder and multiplier, thhe critical pathhs are
beelongs to the m
most significaant bits. Hencce, the accuraccy of
theese types of ooperations deppends on the range of the input
i
vaalues. Figure 11(a) shows an example of a CI which con
ntains
tw
wo 32-bit inpuuts and one 32-bit
3
output while its MP
PD is
2.6
66 ns. Figure 1(b) shows the
t error ratess of the geneerated
ressults under diifferent clock periods. To find
f
the error rates
forr this CI, twoo different inpput patterns haave been used
d. For
thee first input pattern, 100K uniform
u
randoom data have been
geenerated whilee for the seco
ond input patttern 100K noormal
ran
ndom (µ = 00, σ = 255) data have been
b
used. Ass we
ex
xpected, by ddecreasing thee range of the
t
data variation
(arround zero), the slope of increasing the error rate is
deecreased. In the
t case of the
t uniform random
r
inputt, by
deecreasing the clock period
d to 1.7 ns, almost all ou
utput
ressults are wronng, while in the
t case of thhe normal ran
ndom
inp
put, by reduciing the clock period
p
to 1.7 ns,
n only half of
o the
ressults are wronng. It shows, in approximaate computing
g ISA
ex
xtension desiggn flow, besid
de cycle savinng of each CII, the
errror rate of theem should be considered too reduce the ou
utput
errror rate. Thereefore, in the prroposed approoximate compu
uting
ISA extension ddesign flow (see Figure 2), the identifieed CI
caandidate set ccontains accuurate and alsoo, inaccurate CIs,
wh
hich results in larger canndidate set that
t
may leaad to
selecting a CFU
U with higher speedup. In CI
C selection phase
p
off the proposeed flow, botth speed gain and also,, the
inaaccuracy of thhe CIs are connsidered to reaach higher speeedup
wiith smaller errror rate. Now, the details off the proposed flow
wiill be explaineed in the next paragraphs.
p
In the idenntification ph
hase, the moodified singlle-cut
ideentification algorithm
a
proposed in [7] have been used
wh
hile the detaills of the algorrithm are pressented in Figu
ure 3.

Thiss algorithm is modified
d to check the maximuum
proppagation delayy constraint foor each identiffied CI (lines 1015). In the conveentional approoach, if the prropagation deelay
a identified sub-graph is smaller than the MPD (itt is
of an
checcked by function violate_M
MPD()), the suubgraph is addded
to thhe CIs candiidate set, and
d the algorithhm continues its
searrch in the searrch tree. In despite, if the prropagation deelay
of thhe sub-graph is
i larger than the MPD, thee algorithm stoops
its search
s
on thee current braanch of the ssearch tree, and
a
conttinues its searrch from one other branch. However, whhen
inacccuracy of thee CIs is accepptable, in the case where the
proppagation delayy of the sub-ggraph is largerr than the MP
PD,
firstt, the identificcation algorithhm adds this subgraph to the
canddidate set, and
d next leaves this branch off the search trree,
and selects one other
o
branch to
o search. Notee that this addded
mate CI, whichh its results may
m be impreciise.
CI is an approxim
The algorithm is not continue its search in a branch that its
proppagation delayy is more than
n MPD due to
t the increasing
the error rate of the CIs whicch would be selected in this
t
brannch.

(b)

(a)

Figurre 1. a) An exaample of a CI, and b) its outpput error rate unnder
different input patterns
p
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iidentification() {
topological_sorrt() ;
search(1, 0) ;
search(0, 0) ;
}
s
search
(current_chhoice, current_ind
dex) {
if (current_choiice == 1)
if (forbidden
n()) || (!output_porrt_check()) ||
(!permanennt_input_port_ch
heck()) || (!convexxity_check()) retuurn ;
if ( input_porrt_check()) {
if (!violatee_MPD())
add_to__CI_candidate_sset();
else {
add_to__CI_candidate_sset();
return;
}
}
DES) return;
if ((current_inddex + 1 ) == NOD
current_index = current_index + 1;
search(1, curren
nt_index);
search(0, curren
nt_index);
}

Figurre 3. The pseudoo code of the iden
ntification algorithhm

After the identification phase, similar CIs are grouped
and the conflict graph of the CIs is generated. Next, the error
rate of the CIs which their propagation delays are more than
the MPD, should be calculated. Hence, to find the error rate
of the approximate CIs, by using a synthesis tool, the gatelevel netlist of them with their corresponding standard delay
files are extracted. Now, by using a gate-level simulator, the
error rates of the approximate CIs are calculated. The input
of the CIs during the simulation is the profiled data which are
collected during the running of the input application on the
baseline processor. For each input data, the output result at
the clock period of the processor is checked, and if the output
is different from the expected output, we consider it as error.
Now, based on the error counts, the error rate (ER) of each
CI is calculated. Note that the ER value is bounded by [0,1],
and for the accurate CIs this value is equal to zero. It should
be noted that the error rate of a CI may be changed due to the
process variation. In the existence of the process variation,
the error rate may be decrease or increase.
Finally, in the selection phase, the CI groups with the
highest cycle saving should be selected. In the approximation
computing case, the selection phase should consider the
inaccuracy of the CIs along with their cycle saving. Hence,
in this case, we have a multi objective selection, where one
of them is maximizing the cycle saving while the other one is
minimizing the error rate. In this work, we use the greedy
selection algorithm to select the CIs. Therefore, we modify
the conventional merit function which is based on the cycle
saving (CS) to a merit function which assigns higher merit
value to the CIs with higher CS and smaller ER values.
Therefore, the proposed merit function is formulated as
.

=

∑#

.

(1)
1+ ∑
.
where CIGi.merit is the merit value of the ith CI group, while,
CIj.CS (CIj.ER) shows the cycle saving (error rate) of the jth
CI in the ith CI group. During the greedy selection algorithm,
the merit value of each CI is calculated, and the CI group
with the highest merit value is selected. Next, the CI groups
based on the conflict with the selected CI group are pruned.
This process is continued until the CI candidate set becomes
empty.
III.

#

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To study the efficacy of the proposed design flow, we
have extracted the custom instructions of the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT), and inverse DCT (iDCT) which are used
in image processing applications especially in lossy video
and image compressing algorithms. To determine the impact
of the imprecise DCT and iDCT components on the output
quality of the algorithms, we have applied the imprecise
DCT in the MPEG2 encoder while the approximate iDCT
have been used inside the MPEG2 decoder. Three video
streams have been used as the input of the MPEG2
encoder/decoder video compression algorithms which were
bus (150 frames), football (260 frames), and miss America
(150 frames). Note that only the custom instructions of the
DCT and iDCT parts of the MPEG2 encoder and MPEG2
decoder have been extracted. Also, it should be mentioned
that the DCT and iDCT in MPEG2 encoder/decoder take
more than half of the runtime of these compression
algorithms. The quality of the output videos are reported in
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) while the video streams

were in YUV color space. To find the approximate CFUs,
we have used the proposed design flow in Figure 2. The
delay of the CIs has been extracted in 45 nm technology [8].
The baseline processor was a 5-stages in-order pipeline
MIPS processor, where its frequency was 666 MHz. All the
operations, except of the multiplying, took one cycle, while
the multiplying took 2 clock cycles. In this work, only the
single cycle CIs have been extracted under the I/O constraint
of 2/1. The CIs were identified under 1.5ns MDP constraint.
TABLE I reports the number of the identified CIs, CI groups,
and selected CIs for DCT and iDCT components in the two
cases of the conventional (denoted by CONV) and
approximate computing (denoted by APXC) ISA extension
approaches. As the results show, the number of the identified
CIs in the approximate computing approach is more than the
conventional approach which leads to selecting CIs with
higher cycle savings. The speedups are reported in two
different clock periods, 1.5 ns and 1.75 ns. Note that in the
case where the clock period is 1.75 ns, the MPD constraint
during the identification phase was 1.5 ns.
The results show, in the case of the DCT (iDCT), moving
the ISA extension design flow, from conventional approach
to approximate computing leads to about 460%(70%)
speedup improvement. In the case of the DCT, in
conventional approach there is only one CI group which
satisfied the constraint, while in the approximate computing
approach 23 CI groups exist that cycle saving of most of
them are higher than the identified CI group in conventional
approach. Also, in the selection phase, eight of the selected
CI groups where among the approximate CIs which lead to
higher speed gain in the approximate computing approach.
As an example, one of the approximate CI is (125 × In1) +
(106 × In2), where its propagation delay is about 2.1 ns. This
CI was not identified in the conventional ISA extension
design flow, while its error rate under all video streams was
almost zero. Note that in the case where one of the inputs of
a primitive is a constant value, the propagation delay of that
primitive after the synthesis to gate level netlist, due to the
optimization, is much smaller than the propagation delay of
the primitive when both of its inputs are not constant. In the
case of the DCT (iDCT), in the conventional approach, by
extending the ISA, the number of the instruction fetch was
reduced about 12% (12%), while in the case of the
approximate computing, it was decreased about 57% (31%).
In the case of approximate computing, the cost of the
speed gain is imprecise results, which provides to lower
PSNR. TABLE II represents the average of the PSNRs of the
video streams under different clock periods, and also under
the impact of the process variation. To study the impact of
the process variation we have considered channel length (L)
and voltage threshold (Vth) variations. For both of them, we
have assumed a random variation where the σ/µ of it was
10%. Also, the variation was modeled for one hundred CFU
sample for each case. Note that the expected PSNR of the
bus, football, and miss America video streams was 28.5 dB,
32.4 dB, 43.6 dB, respectively. In the case where the impact
of the process variation is not considered, when the clock
period is 1.5 ns, the PSNR of the bus, football and miss
America output video streams of MPEG2 encoder (decoder)
have been decreased about 10% (14%), 13% (10%), and
37% (46%), respectively. While, by increasing the clock
period, which is about 16%, the PSNR reduction has been
decreased significant.

TABLE I

THE NUMBER OFF THE IDENTIFIED
D CIS, CI GROUPS, AND SELECTED CI
C S FOR DCT AND
D IDCT COMPONENTS IN THE CON
NVENTIONAL AND
D
APPPROXIMATE COMPUTING APPROAC
CHES. THE SPEEDU
UP OF THE SELECT
TED CIS WHERE THE
T
CLOCK PERIO
OD IS 1.5 AND 1.75
5 NS.
# of identified CIss

# of Nodes
DCTT
iDCTT

132
131

APXC
C
CONV
C
Ap
pproach Approaach
16
26

62
68

# of identifieed CI Groups

# of Selected CI Grroups

CONV
Approach

APXC
Approach

CONV
Approach
A

AP
PXC
Apprroach

CONV
Approach
h

1
4

23
19

1
3

9
113

1.05
1.16

Speedup
APXC
Approach
(1.5ns)
5.92
1.8

APXC
Approach
(1.75ns)
5.07
1.54

Speeedup Improvemeent
APXC
A
APXC
C
Approach Approaach
1.5ns)
(1.75n
ns)
(1
46
63.8%
383.3%
7
71.4%
46.9%
%

In this case,, the PSNR reeduction of thee bus, football and
miiss America output video
o streams of MPEG2 enccoder
(decoder) have been reduced
d about 0.1% (0%), 0.2% (0%),
(
7%(0%), resppectively. Thee results show
w, small increment
1.7
off the clock peeriod may reesults in elimiinating the PSNR
P
duction due tto the clock period violatiion. Note thaat, as
red
afo
forementionedd, increasing the clock period leads to
deecreasing the speedup thaat in this sttudy the speeedup
red
duction was aabout 14.28% (see TABLE I ), which maay be
thiis reductionn acceptable compared to the PSNR
P
im
mprovement.

To evaluate
e
the proposed desig
gn flow, we haave extended the
ISA
A of a baselline processoor for the DCT
D
and iDCT
com
mponents of the MPEG
G2 encoder and decod
der,
resppectively. Thee results rev
vealed that the
t
approxim
mate
com
mputing approaach may results in huge sppeed gain. In the
casee of the DCT, the speedup improvement
i
w about 4600%
was
whille the PSNR was
w reduced about
ab
20%. Also, the impactt of
the process
p
variattion on the im
mpreciseness of
o the results has
h
beenn investigated
d. The results showed thhat the proccess
variaation leads too losing the quality,
q
while its impact may
m
degrrade by increaasing the clockk period.

gn is
One of the main challenges in the naano-scale desig
process variatioon which affeccts the reliabillity of the circcuits.
Heence, in this wok, we haave studied the
t impact off the
process variatioon on the extraacted approxim
mate CFU. 0shhows
thee impact of the process variation
v
on the PSNR off the
MPEG2
M
encodder and decod
der. The resuults show, inn the
present of the process variaation, the PSN
NR values of the
vid
deo streams are not deteerministic (seee Figure 4). The
ressults depict, iin the most caases, the averrage of the PS
SNRs
waas decreased compared too the case when
w
the pro
ocess
vaariation impact was not con
nsidered. Also, by increasing the
clo
ock period, thhe differencee between thee average andd the
maaximum PSN
NR was reduceed, which shoows increasingg the
clo
ock period m
may help to reduce the imppact of the pro
ocess
vaariation. As ann example, Figgure 4 shows tthe distributions of
thee PSNRs of thhe MPEG2 deecoder outputt in the case of
o the
football video stream underr two clock periods.
p
The plots
how by increassing the clockk period, the distributions
d
of
o the
sh
PS
SNRs are redduced, and they
t
are locaalized aroundd the
maaximum PSN
NR value. Thiss behavior is observable inn the
oth
her video streeams, and also in the casse of the MP
PEG2
en
ncoder. The rresults show in the presennt of the pro
ocess
vaariation, whenn the clock period
p
is 1.5 ns (1.75 ns)), the
PS
SNR may be reduced abou
ut 19.7% (28..78%). The PSNR
P
vaariation in thee case when the clock peeriod is 1.5 ns
n is
sm
maller comparred to the casee when the clock period is 1.75
nss. This behavioor originates from
f
the fact that by decreaasing
thee clock period, the rate off increasing and
a decreasingg the
errror rate, whenn the clock peeriod is changeed, is reducedd (see
Figure 1).

TAB
BLE II
PSN
NRS (IN DB) OF TH
HE OUTPUT STREA
AMS OF THE MPEG2
ENCO
ODER AND DECOD
DER WITH AND WIITHOUT CONSIDER
RING THE IMPACT
T OF
THE PROCESS
S VARIATION

IV.

Video
o
Stream
m
bus
footbaall
misss
America

1.5
1.75
1.5
1.75
1.5
1.75

by Considering Pro
ocess Variation
MEPG2 Encoder
M
MIN
AVG
MAX
17.5
25.3
27.1
18.2
27.2
28.5
22.8
24.7
30.0
29.3
32.2
30.9
15.4
25.9
40.3
16.7
40.0
42.9

MIN
23.7
25.2
28.4
29.7
19.1
23.2

MPEG2 Decoder
AVG
MA
AX
24.8
28
8.4
28.2
28
8.5
29.2
31
1.0
32.1
32
2.4
23.8
43
3.3
41.7
43
3.6

Figurre 4. The distribbutions of the PS
SNR variation in the case of MPE
EG2
decoder (in the case
c
of football stream)
s
under proocess variation
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CONCLUSION

In this paaper, we haave suggesteed to move the
onventional extensible
e
prrocessor desiign flow to the
co
ap
pproximate coomputing dom
main to gain more speedup
p. In
thiis work, for thhe identificatiion phase, wee have proposeed to
ideentify CIs whhich do not saatisfy the maximum propag
gation
deelay but can provide apprroximate resuults. Also, inn the
selection phase, we have proposed a merrit function which
w
r
selects CIs withh higher cyclee savings andd small error rates.
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